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Politics and Fed Can’t Kill This Bull   
By: James R. Solloway, CFA, Managing Director and Senior Portfolio Manager 
 
The political status quo may have been upset, but a new resident in the White House isn’t going to kill the bull market in 
2017. We don’t think rate hikes by the Federal Reserve (Fed) will, either. With control of both houses of Congress and the 
presidency, Republicans now have a unified government.   

An Economic Boost for the U.S., but not the World? 

Based on campaign promises, we can expect more fiscal stimulus, tax relief, deregulation and less free trade, and as a 
result, more inflation, interest-rate hikes from the Fed and a stronger dollar. These policies should help the U.S. economy 
at the expense of global trade. 

Fiscal stimulus seems likely tied to infrastructure spending, which could create new jobs and provide an immediate boost 
to gross domestic product (GDP). Tax relief would incorporate both lower taxes on American consumers and a likely 
simplified tax code for corporations with provisions to make repatriation of foreign earnings less onerous. In particular, the 
corporate initiatives could lift equities with more stock buy-backs and increased dividends. Deregulation would likely 
include significant overhauls (if not full repeals) of both Obamacare and the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act, while also reducing regulation imposed by the Environmental Protection Agency. These policies 
may seem familiar; Ronald Reagan followed a similar plan in the 1980s that included deficit spending to spur the economy 
(although the inflation landscape and Fed policy looked quite different then). 

Where global GDP growth may suffer is free trade. Campaign rhetoric has suggested large tariffs could be implemented 
and free-trade agreements, such as NAFTA, could be modified. The expected demise of TPP could give China the 
opportunity to extend its economic influence. Yet, free trade generally enjoys a fair amount of bipartisan support from 
more mainstream politicians. 

Inflation and the Fed 

We were already seeing signs of inflation prior to the election, and a 3% annual rise in the Consumer Price Index now 
seems within reach in 2017 as higher energy prices work themselves into the year-over-year figures. This would likely 
keep the Fed on its toes and could result in a more consistent rate-hike cycle; but too much tightening too fast could 
cause a shock. Still, higher rates indicate improved sentiment and should not hinder growth. 

Markets 

Fears that Trump’s victory would abruptly kill what is the second-longest bull market in U.S. history did not materialize in 
the immediate aftermath of the election. We actually think the bull market could accelerate through 2017, with more 
attractively-valued cyclical and growth sectors leading the way. Corporate earnings, especially in energy, should begin to 
look better on a year-over-year basis when the first quarter of 2016 rolls off. Treasury bond yields did, however, spike 
higher following the election, and they could continue to rise. Historically, yields in the range of 4% to 5% have had a 
negative impact on growth. That number could be lower in our current environment, but in mid-November, yields for 10- 
and 30-year Treasury bonds were roughly 2.25% and 3%, respectively — a long way from being problematic. Emerging 
markets and commodities will face a headwind if the U.S. dollar continues to strengthen. 

The first two hundred days of the new administration should give the markets a good look at the direction of future policy. 
Stay tuned. 
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